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ur trip to Ethiopia was very spur of the moment.
Three days after deciding to go, we found ourselves
trekking in the Simien Mountains in the north of the
country, which is one of the most stunning places that
I have ever hiked. To many people Ethiopia may be

synonymous with civil war, coups, drought and famine, but Ethiopia
is becoming a country to which more and more people are starting to
venture. It is a beautiful, dynamic and fascinating place, and the
people we met on our trip were some of the friendliest, most
welcoming and professional that I have come across in all of my
African travels.
We had decided to combine a five-day, approximately 60km trek
with a few days spent checking out some of the country’s amazing
cultural sites. Our Simien hike would conclude with a climb up
Bwahit – Ethiopia’s second highest mountain. At an altitude of 4,437
metres, Bwahit was a five-hour hike, and a one-kilometre vertical
ascent above our final campsite, taking us up into the clouds and
giving us a stunning view back over where we had hiked the previous
days. Once we left the mountains, we then planned to head off to see
some of the oldest and most incredible historical sites on the African
continent.

The spectacular Simien Mountains ©Limalimo Lodge

Sarah and her husband embark on their Ethiopian adventure ©Klaus
Parey

In the Earth’s long history of dramatic geographical changes, the
most recent volcanic upheavals took place in this part of Africa.
Torrential rains in the region created gushing rivers and waterfalls,
which in turn eroded much of the newly formed volcanic mountain
massifs; leaving behind a broad plateau split by gorges that are
thousands of metres deep. As far as the horizon in every direction are
steep mountains and deep valleys carved from the hardened basalt –
a seemingly timeless landscape. Listed as a World Heritage Site, the
Simien Mountains are breathtaking.
Late unexpected rain had come to the Simiens, just in time for our
visit. The dry season runs from October to April, and October and

November are usually the best times to visit, so we had come in midNovember. We had perfect weather in the mornings, lasting long
enough to get six or seven hours of trekking done. But just as we
approached camp, or not long after arriving, the weather would close
in and light rain would start falling. The rain usually lasted most of
the night, making getting out of a sleeping bag, battling with
stubborn tent zips and going out to ‘commune with nature’ a bit of a
chore. We were generally in bed by 8pm, so the morning was a long
way away and presented a challenge for bladders.

Breathtaking views of the Simien Mountains ©Ken Haley

Amazing scenery aside, the Simien Mountains are home to several
animals endemic to Ethiopia, such as the gelada monkey, the
critically endangered walia ibex – with an estimated entire
population of approximately 500, and the Ethiopian wolf – the rarest
and most endangered canid in the world, with less than 500 left in
the wild. Geladas are amazing and intelligent ‘old world’ monkeys;
the males have vampire-like canines, which they bare frequently, and
golden manes that wouldn’t look out of place in a shampoo
commercial! According to fossil records, they were once found all
over Africa and into the Mediterranean and Asia, but they are now
only found in the mountains of Ethiopia.

Thanks to their falsetto cries, explosive barks and soft grunts, they
have one of the most varied repertoires of all primates. Grazing
primarily on grass, these noisy herds are easy to follow, except at
night when they disappear over the edge of the steep cliffs to sleep on
tiny ledges out of the way of leopards and other predators. We could
happily have spent hours watching them. We saw the ibex and heard
the wolf (though sadly never saw it) and, given the heights we
climbed, we had the rare vantage point of looking down on a variety
of kites, eagles and vultures, including the lammergeyer, known as
the ‘bone breaker’ for its habit of dropping animal bones from great
heights to smash them open and reach the marrow inside.

The Critically Endangered walia ibex ©Ken Haley

A lone Ethiopian wolf ©Diane Bateman

Gelada monkeys keep up appearances ©Ken Haley

A remnant of the more unsettled times in Ethiopia’s past is the
prevalence of weapons. 80-90% of households own a gun, and the

bulk of the adult male population has either served as soldiers or are
still members of various militia groups, which are bit like reserve
soldiers. It is compulsory to hire a local ‘militia man’ to accompany
you as a scout when trekking in the Simien Mountains. These militia
men are approved by the national parks authority to work as scouts
and to accompany you throughout the park, ostensibly to keep you
and your possessions safe; though at no point did we feel threatened
or that the gun was really necessary. The scouts are generally local
farmers who take on this role to earn an extra income. The
nonchalant way that our scout slung his Kalashnikov over his
shoulders didn’t exactly fill us with confidence as to his weapon
handling proficiency, but the thought of an armed man walking
behind you up the steep hills, with his ancient weapon pointed in the
general direction of your butt, did provide an extra incentive to keep
moving – even on the steepest of slopes!

Ethiopia has more to offer
than mountains and
scenery
Ethiopia also has more to offer than mountains and scenery. We
travelled to the town of Bahir Dar to visit the 14th century Ethiopian
orthodox monastery of Ura Kidane Mihret on Lake Tana. This may
look like a somewhat uninspiring building from the outside, but after
crossing the threshold we were blown away by the 700-year-old
paintings that covered every inch of the interior walls. Created by
monks using only natural pigments from crushed berries and plants,
the paintings are a spectacular depiction of biblical scenes and
Ethiopian mythology that have survived the ravages of time. Lake

Tana is the source of the Blue Nile, and the Blue Nile Falls are
situated nearby, though frankly at the time of year we visited, these
were not really worth the several hours spent driving on bad roads to
get there.

Friendly local faces ©Ken Haley

An ancient painting in the 14th century monastery, Ura Kidane Mihret

©Ken Haley

Ethiopian transport ©Itay Chen

Even more spectacular are the ruins at Gondar. Nestled in the
foothills of the Simien Mountains, Gondar was the ancient capital of
Ethiopia. Sometimes referred to as the ‘Camelot of Africa’, the city
has an impressive royal enclosure of castles and palaces, all dating
back to the 1600s. Gondar is also home to the church of Debre
Birhan Selassie, with its walls decorated with paintings of biblical
scenes and its ceiling painted with beautiful winged angels.
To top it all was Lalibela in the mountains of northern Ethiopia. Here
we visited the 11 medieval churches, which are all over 800 years old
and all carved by hand out of solid rock with ‘the help of angels’.
Emperor Lalibela started the construction of these churches after

having lived for some time in Jerusalem. Following Jerusalem’s
capture by Muslim forces in 1187, legend has it that a dream told
Emperor Lalibela to recreate the splendours of Jerusalem in
Ethiopia. Lalibela has lost none of its power to incite awe, even
centuries after its creation. Even more incredible is that, despite
their age, these churches are still tended to by white robed priests
who speak Geez – an ancient Semitic tongue. Hermits still also live in
tiny caves in the walls of the church’s courtyards, and people still
pray in these churches every day.
We hiked from our hotel in Lalibela, at an altitude of 2,600 metres,
to the 12th century Asheten Maryam monastery, which towers over
the town at a height of 4,000 metres. As we climbed through local
villages, we were greeted with calls of “selamta” – meaning ‘welcome’
– and for much of the climb we were accompanied by an old man
wrapped in a ‘repurposed’ Ethiopian Airlines blanket, herding his
donkey up the mountain. He derived great enjoyment from my
husband’s red-faced huffing and puffing, and from time to time he
would place an arm around his shoulders and chuckle with delight as
if to some private joke. Upon reaching the top, the views over
Lalibela and the countryside were beautiful. The monastery was the
first of the famous Lalibela churches to be started, though the last to
be finished, and is still an active church today. About 20 tourists a
day visit Asheten Maryam, mostly arriving by bus and scrambling the
last short, rocky stretch to the monastery. Apparently only one or
two people per day are “foolish” enough to actually walk the fivehour round trip like us!

(left) Sarah Kingdom and husband at the Eye of the Needle – Lalibela’s
version of the Needle’s Eye gate in Jerusalem; (top right) Local villager
on Abuna Yoseph, the mountain overlooking Lalibela; (bottom right)
Angel faces painted on the ceiling of Debre Berhan Selassie Church in
Gondar ©Sarah Kingdom

Church of St George in Lalibela ©Ken Haley

Scriptures in the Asheten Maryam monastery ©Ken Haley

For practical information to help you plan your trip,
continue reading below the advert

Best time to visit
The best time to visit the Simien Mountains is in October and

November to avoid the rainy season. The dry season is from October
through to May, and the wet season runs from June to September.

A gelada monkey sits pretty in the Simien Mountains ©Limalimo Lodge

Health and safety
There is a chance of catching malaria in many parts of Ethiopia,
especially in the areas that lie below 2,000 metres (6,500 feet).
However, Addis Ababa and Ethiopia’s highlands, which include the
historical circuit and the Simien Mountains, are at high elevations so
are considered low-risk areas for malaria. Nevertheless, you may still
wish to take precautions. High altitude, on the other hand, can
manifest itself in a number of ways, but these altitude related side
effects are not harmful to most individuals.
Travelling in Ethiopia is, for the most part, safe but you should take
the same precautions as you would in any undeveloped country. It is
also wise to avoid all border areas as there are still pockets of

political unrest.

People walk early in the morning to the highest church in Lalibela ©Itay
Chen

Getting around in Bahir Dar ©Luca Zanon

For tips and tricks on where to stay and what to do,

continue reading below the advert

Where to stay
Ethiopia is an experience like no other. Stunning scenery, incredibly
rare wildlife, amazing people, and history and ancient culture
combine to make it a must-visit destination. If you’re a happy
camper, you’ll be pleased to know that there are a few designated
camping spots along the hiking trails in the Simien Mountains. We
were fortunate to have our travels impeccably organised by Shif
Asrat of Simien Trek, who not only seamlessly arranged all of our
logistics, but also owns Limalimo Lodge – a fabulously located,
sustainable luxury eco-lodge located on the edge of the escarpment
overlooking the Simien Mountains National Park. This lodge is a
perfect place to relax and recuperate after the exertions of trekking.
It is also worth considering a tour operator such as Passage to

Africa, which organises incredible trips to the country that include
camping with the tribes of the Omo Delta or walking with gelada and
hamadryas baboons.

Gich campsite – where Sarah and her husband stayed on the second night
of their Simien trek ©Sarah Kingdom

What to do
Must-visit places include Lake Tana, Gondar, Lalibela and Axum –
all of which can be reached by reliable and regular Ethiopian Airlines
domestic flights. You can go by road between towns, but distances
are far and, as tourists are not permitted to personally hire vehicles
without a driver and local buses are not recommended, you will have
to use a registered travel company to organise transfers.
The Simien Mountains National Park lies at an altitude ranging
between 3,000 and 4,500 metres and is a relatively small slice of a

huge mountain range. It has pretty much one trail running through it
that has various extensions to embark upon, depending on the
amount of time and energy you have.

Watch the world float by on Lake Tana ©Luca Zanon

Visit magnificent Gondar ©Ken Haley

To find out how to get to Ethiopia and travel around,
continue reading below the advert

Getting there and around
We flew Ethiopian Airlines, and it is worth noting that if you arrive in
Ethiopia on an Ethiopian Airlines international flight, you are eligible
for substantial discounts on your domestic flights with the air carrier.
There are daily flights to Addis Ababa from both Cape Town and
Johannesburg, and numerous flights daily between the towns of
Gondar, Bahir Dar (Lake Tana), Lalibela and Axum. If you are
planning to arrive by road, it is advisable to check with your embassy
beforehand to find out which borders can be safely crossed.

In general, distances by road in Ethiopia make for long journeys. So
if you don’t have a lot of time on your hands, some domestic flights
will really make a difference. If you have less than two weeks, I would
definitely recommend taking some flights or you’ll find yourself
spending almost the entire time on the road.
Almost every nationality needs a visa to enter Ethiopia. Single-entry
tourist visas that last one to three months can be issued upon arrival
at the Bole International Airport in Addis Ababa for most
nationalities, but it is worth contacting your local Ethiopian embassy
for up-to-date visa information. Proof of an onward or return ticket
is frequently requested upon arrival in the country. And if you’re

planning to enter Ethiopia by land, obtain a tourist visa in advance
from your local Ethiopian embassy and take into consideration that
this will be valid from the date of issue.
One thing’s for certain – whatever you choose to do or however you
choose to do it, a trip to this magical country in the Horn of Africa
will be sure to leave you mesmerised.

On the road to Lalibela ©Luca Zanon
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When photographer Louisa Seton heard about the construction of
the Gilgel Gibe III Dam in Ethiopia she knew she had to
photograph the tribes in the Omo Valley of Ethiopia before it was
completed, as its social and environmental impact could greatly
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affect the tribal groups in the region.
   To achieve this goal, she stayed in Kibish - a very small village
located in the upper Omo region where some Suri reside alongside
other Ethiopians. It was necessary to pay an elder to camp on his
land and use it as a base while she drove with her guide to
surrounding villages. Rather than the typical tourist experience,
Louisa preferred to spend time in each village, meeting with the
people and getting to know them before pulling out her camera.
    Louisa feels that there is certain etiquette that every professional
photographer should adopt when photographing people from
different cultures, and this involves building trust and acting
intuitively. During her time in the region, she had a guide from
Addis Ababa who spoke English and Amharic. Her guide then
hired a local in each village who spoke Amharic and the relevant
tribal language to ensure that Louisa could fully engage with the
people.
   She felt it was an interesting experience as a photographer to see
how this has developed into a trade for these tribes. A lot of money
is initially exchanged as village fees and then more is paid to
individuals to take their photos. Due to money being such a big
part of the process, Louisa soon realised that she couldn’t actually
take the most authentic shots. So she accepted this factor and
decided to set up a cloth backdrop as a 'studio' in the middle of a
sorghum field. This allowed her to then ask specific people for
their permission to take their photos, and her guide conducted the
negotiations if they agreed.
   The situation also stirred up a debate within her about cultural
tourism and its pros and cons. However, one of her hopes is that
tourism may actually create a space for cultural traditions that
would otherwise be lost. The exchange may not only provide a

source of income for isolated communities, but her hope is that it
could encourage different tribal groups to preserve any unique
practices that they still feel comfortable with.
   Louisa can attest that the tribes do still dress in their tribal attire,
which is sometimes nothing but a cloth. The people of the Hamer
tribe, in particular, dress in goatskins and wear jewellery every
day. However, for the purposes of the shoot, some tribes people
did decorate themselves with clay, wear local flora on their heads
and put lip plates in their lips, which is usually reserved for special
occasions and ceremonies.
   
Ethiopia’s Tourism Minister has recently announced the country’s
new tourism slogan to be ’Ethiopia - Land of Origins’, and this
gallery highlights the people at the heart of this fascinating country
and its culture. Just click on the 'Next' button above each image to
follow Louisa on her journey with the Suri, Mursi and Hamer
tribes, and learn more about her experiences in the accompanying
excerpts that were inspired from her interview with Andrew James
Hofmeyr, conducted on behalf of African Budget Safaris.
   
To find out more about this fabulous photographer, head to the
last page of this gallery.
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Louisa in a Hamer village in the lower Omo Valley
ABOUT THE PHOTOGRAPHER
Louisa Seton was raised in Nairobi, Kenya, surrounded by a rich
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tapestry of cultural diversity that has influenced her creative
expression. From an early age she explored remote parts of the
country, flying alongside her father in his light aircraft.
   Louisa went to school in Nairobi and then on to study
photography at Rhodes University in South Africa. After living in
London for a few years, she then moved to Sydney, Australia,
where she currently works as a freelance photographer.
   She has been photographing different tribal groups across Africa
for over 10 years. Since she was a child, the elegance of the tribal
people filled her with admiration - an admiration that compelled
her as an adult to photograph their noble beauty. It's an ongoing
personal project of hers, which she hopes will one day culminate in
a book.
   She feels that it is easy to lose sight of the simple things in life
that matter most, but she sees so much beauty in Africa and wants
these photos to remind us of the ‘living truth’ of nature and how
these tribes have learned, over thousands of years, to reflect the
shifting reality of their habitat.
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Three women from the Mursi tribe ©Louisa Seton
This group of women are from the Mursi tribe, which consists of
about 10,000 people who live in one of Ethiopia's remotest regions
- close to South Sudan between the Omo River and its tributary,
the Mago. These particular women live in Mago National Park.
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   The plate in the lower lip of the woman in the middle is
commonly seen on women when they reach marriageable age after
the age of 14. However, these days it is not uncommon for a young
girl to refuse to go ahead with this procedure.
   The two bottom teeth are knocked out with a rock, then the
lower lip is cut and a wooden plug is inserted. Over time this plug
is replaced by a larger plug until the lip is stretched enough to
insert a clay plate, which is quite heavy. Lip plates denote beauty
and status for women in this tribe, and will fetch them a large
dowry price of about 38 cows and an AK47.

A woman from the Suri tribe wearing flower decorations ©Louisa Seton
This Suri woman has a lot of scarring patterns on her body, which
are purely for beautification, as the Suri traditionally use
scarification to decorate themselves. They cut their skin sometimes with the thorn of an acacia tree - and put ash in the
wound so that it gets infected. The scar tissue then causes the skin
to raise.

A boy from the Suri tribe ©Louisa Seton
I was photographing a group of women in a field of sorghum when
I turned around to see this boy balancing on a tree stump. On
special occasions the Suri love to decorate themselves with local
flora and fauna, and paint themselves in clay. I couldn’t believe
how incredible his headpiece was.
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A woman from the Hamer tribe pours fresh cow's milk into her gourd ©Louisa Seton
This woman is a first wife from the Hamer tribe. Her status can be
identified by the metal torque necklace that she is wearing, which
is made of iron and leather, with a distinctive protrusion. It is both
a phallic and a status symbol. Only the first wife has the privilege

of wearing a necklace like this and it is worn for life. Second and
third wives merely wear plain metal necklaces.
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A gun-wielding man from the Mursi tribe ©Louisa Seton
I found it slightly intimidating when I first met the gun-wielding
men of the Mursi tribe. Trying to take photos of someone while an
AK-47 is in your face is scary.
   It’s easy for the tribes to get weapons from across the border in
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Sudan where there has been years of conflict. And unfortunately
the bow and arrow simply doesn’t go far any more when protecting
their herds. These tribal groups have been cattle raiding each
other for generations, and there are often land disputes, so they
carry guns to protect their assets. A man with a large herd of cows
will always have an AK47 on him. And these days an AK is part of
the dowry price.

A woman from the Mursi tribe with a lip plate ©Louisa Seton
When I saw my first woman with a lip plate, I realised that I had
actually managed to fullfill a dream of photographing the unique
tribes of the Omo region.
   The woman in this photo was from the Mursi tribe and she had
the largest lip plate that I came across in the Omo. These plates are
quite heavy as they’re made from clay, so are only worn on special
occasions. Women are more often seen without the lip plate when
going about their everyday life, and their lip will rather just hang
down loosely over their chin.
   However, it is still the case that the larger the lip plate, the higher
the dowry, as the tradition measures beauty and status. It has also
been suggested that the lip plates acted as a deterrent to slave
traders back in the day, as they preferred unblemished women.
  

A woman from the Suri tribe carrying a vase filled with sorghum beer ©Louisa Seton
The vase on this woman's head is used to carry sorghum beer - the
making of which is a very big part of Suri daily life, and everyone
seems to enjoy drinking it. This particular villager was from a
small Suri village and she was walking with the bowl on her head
for me to photograph her.
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Two young boys from the Suri tribe ©Louisa Seton
These two young children are from the Suri tribe, which is located
in the upper Omo Valley in the remotest part of the Omo and very
close to South Sudan. It took us about three days to drive there
from Addis Ababa.
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   For ceremonies, the Suri use the local flora to make headdresses,
and they decorate themselves with white clay found locally. The
circle shapes are made by using a clay bottle top dipped in the
clay.
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Things are heating up in the 2016 Africa Geographic Photographer
of the Year competition, brought to you by Canon and Cape Union
Mart, and we have the volcanoes of Ethiopia and the deserts of
Namibia to thank for that.
   
From a honey badger to a broadnose sevengill shark, just click on
the 'Next' button above each image to take a look at the lesser
sighted creatures on the continent, as well as a selection of Big
Five portraiture at its finest.
     
And if words like 'aperture' and 'exposure' make you weak at the
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knees, perhaps you have a photo that could make you a shoo-in to
be the next Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year. If so, get
snapping and enter here.

The toe of a giant ©Sally Hinton
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A Cape buffalo spots a yellow-billed oxpecker ©Barbara Fleming
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A croc keeps a watchful eye over the Okavango Delta, Botswana ©Louis Lock
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The shifting sands of the Skeleton Coast, Namibia ©Andrea Galli
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A male southern masked weaver fights with a female Cape sparrow in Bloemfontein, South
Africa ©Willem Kruger
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A honey badger at Cubitje Quap waterhole in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park ©Willem
Kruger
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A snail peers over the edge of a yellow flower in Rustenburg, South Africa ©Elaine de Bruin
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A black and white portrait of a lion in Kruger National Park, South Africa ©Chantelle Flores
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A broadnose sevengill shark swims through a kelp forest off the coast of Cape Town, South
Africa ©Johan Kok
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Erta Ale volcano in the Danakil Depression, Ethiopia ©Brina Bunt
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A big bull elephant in Mana Pools National Park, Zimbabwe ©Andrea Galli
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A chameleon rests on a branch of a dead tree in Mashatu Game Reserve, Botswana ©Willem
Kruger
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Lions are part of the landscape in Ndutu, Tanzania ©Greg Metro
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